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Abstract
Background: Lung cancer is still the main cause of death in patients with can-
cer, due to poor understanding of intracellular regulations. Of those, osteopontin
(OPN) may induce the epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) to promote
tumor cell metastasis. The present study aims to evaluate the regulatory mecha-
nism of internal and external OPN in the development of lung cancer.
Methods:We evaluated genetic variations and different bioinformatics of genes
in chromosome 4 among subtypes of lung cancer using global databases. We
validated the expression of OPN and EMT-related proteins (e.g., E-cadherin,
vimentin) in 208 non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) tumors and the adjacent
nontumorous tissues, further to explore the function of OPN in the progression
of lung cancer, with a focus on a potential communication between OPN and
EMT in the lung cancer.
Results:We found thatOPNmight act as a targetmolecule in lung cancer, which
is associated with lymph node metastasis, postresection recurrence/metastasis,
and prognosis of patients with lung cancer. Biological behaviors and patholog-
ical responses of OPN varied among diseases, challenges, and severities. Over-
expression of OPN was correlated with the existence of EMT in lung cancer tis-
sues. Internal and external OPN plays the decisive roles in lung cancer cell move-
ment, proliferation, and EMT formation, through the upregulation of OPN-PI3K
and OPN-MEK pathways. PI3K and MEK inhibitors downregulated the process
of EMT and biological behaviors of lung cancer cells, probably through altering
vimentin-associated cytoskeletons.
Conclusion: OPN can be a metastasis-associated or specific biomarker for lung
cancer and a potential target for antimetastatic treatment.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Lung cancer has gradually become the main cause of
cancer-related death worldwide in recent years,1 mainly
including lung adenocarcinoma (ADC), squamous cell car-
cinoma (SCC), large cell carcinoma (LCC), and small-cell
lung carcinoma (SCLC). Despite improvements in surveil-
lance and clinical treatment strategies, the 5-year sur-
vival rate of lung cancer is still low,2 which is largely
due to the aggressive malignant tumor with high risk of
distant metastasis after therapy. Profiles of gene expres-
sion were mapped to explore the diagnostic biomarkers
and therapeutic targets of lung cancer through detec-
tion of specific genes belonging to subtypes of lung
cancer.3,4 The interaction of complex networks and multi-
ple targeting oncogenic pathways may be more important
than targeting a single oncogene5 related to lung cancer
metastasis.
The formation of EMT plays a critical role in can-

cer metastasis as the early change in cell morphology
and transcriptional and/or phenotypic changes of epithe-
lial and mesenchymal cell during tumorigenesis.6 Dur-
ing EMT process, epithelial cells lose the polarity and
acquire new features of mesenchyme involved in wound
healing, fibrosis, fetal development, embryogenesis, and
tissue remodeling.7–9 Normal polarized epithelial cells
with the expression of distinct proteins, for example,
E-cadherin, claudins, occludins, and cytokeratins, may
exhibit a “cobblestone” homophilic morphology. Cancer
cells may develop a fibroblastoid morphology and mes-
enchymal phenotypes characterized by specific biomak-
ers, such as vimentin, actin, fibronectin, andN-cadherin.10
EMT occurred in tumor microenvironment induced by
hypoxia and cigarette smoke11,12 through activation of
many signaling pathways (TGF-β or OPN-related signal-
ing pathway).13,14 OPN contributes to processes of tis-
sue remodeling and EMT during tumor progression, for
example, renal tubular epithelial cells, hepatocellular car-
cinomas, or breast carcinomas.15,16 Our previous studies
demonstrated that OPN gene and protein overexpressed in
acute exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary dis-
ease and lung cancer are probably responsible for evolu-
tion and heterogeneity of lung cancer.17,18 OPN overexpres-
sionwas considered as an independent prognostic factor in
patient overall survival and associated with more aggres-
sive phenotypes of patients with lung cancer,19 although
the molecular mechanisms are still unclear.
The current study aims to identify global genetic varia-

tions and different bioinformatics (e.g.,molecular function
and biological processes) of genes in chromosome 4 among
subtypes of lung cancer as potential candidates of biomark-
ers and evaluate prediction value OPN in ADC and SCC
for the prognosis of patients. We investigated the existence

TABLE 1 Comparative gene express datasets in GEO database
(cases)

GEO series ADC SCC LCC SCLC Noncancer
GSE10072 56 0 0 0 49
GSE12472 0 35 0 0 28
GSE18842 14 32 0 0 45
GSE19804 60 0 0 0 60
GSE1987 7 17 0 0 7
GSE29249 3 3 0 0 6
GSE31552 35 25 0 0 66
GSE32665 87 0 0 0 92
GSE3268 0 5 0 0 5
GSE32863 58 0 0 0 58
GSE33356 60 0 0 0 60
GSE40275 8 4 2 25 43
GSE43458 80 0 0 0 30
GSE4824 26 4 6 22 8
GSE6044 16 15 0 9 5
GSE7670 27 0 1 0 28
Total 537 140 9 56 590

Abbreviations: ADC, lung adenocarcinoma; LCC, large-cell carcinoma; SCC,
squamous cell carcinoma; SCLC, small-cell lung carcinoma.

of OPN and EMT in fresh NSCLC tumor tissues using tis-
sue microarrays and explored the biological functions of
OPN in lung cancer in vitro and in vivo to understand
the regulatory role of OPN in EMT process in lung cancer.
Furthermore,we investigated the involvement of phospho-
inositide 3-kinase (PI3K)/Akt and mitogen-activated pro-
tein kinase (MAPK)/Erk1/2 signaling pathways and PI3K
subunits in EMT induced by OPN, the potential roles of
OPN-PI3K-EMT on lung cancer cell movement and pro-
liferation, and potential values as therapeutic approach to
lung cancer.

2 METHODS

2.1 Selection of target molecules

The keywords of “human,” “metastasis,” and “lung can-
cer” were used in different GEO and GSE databases.
Twenty-seven of 504 GSE datasets contained compara-
tive profiles of gene expression among different subtypes
of lung cancer and the adjacent nontumorous lung tis-
sues. We found 21 GSE datasets containing lung cancer
(including ADC, SCC, LCC, and SCLC) and metastasis,
and the data normalizingmethods in 16 GSE datasets were
employed in our study, including 140 SCC, 537 ADC, 56
SCLC, nine LCC, and 590 noncancerous cases (Table 1).
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2.2 Data standardization and
reorganization

Data from each dataset of gene expression profiling
were normalized against five reference genes: actin beta
(ACTB), non-POU domain containing octamer-binding
(NONO), lactate dehydrogenase A (LDHA), phospho-
glycerate kinase 1 (PGK1), and aldolase A fructose-
bisphosphate (ALDOA). All data of gene expression from
datasets were normalized with their reference genes. All
data were later integrated with 1559 genes containing offi-
cial symbols in chromosome 4 of lung cancer. Gene expres-
sions in different subtypes of lung cancer were compared
with noncancerous cases to identify genes that are sig-
nificantly up- or downregulated for two-folds or greater
than two-folds. Lung cancer subtype-specific genes were
defined by comparing the difference among subtypes.
Gene ontology (GO) gene function annotation and gene
cluster analysiswere evaluated usingMoleculeAnnotation
System (MAS 3.0) and GenCLip 2.0.20

2.3 Survival analyses

Survival prediction values and the univariate associations
between expression profiles and survivals of selected target
gene OPN in patients with ADC or SCC were analyzed by
Cox regression. Then, we used the survdiff function of the
“survival” package to assess the differences between log
rank p-values and survival curves. The normalized RNA-
seq data were pulled from 532 SCC samples and 528 ADC
samples through the Broad GDAC FIREHOSE on Novem-
ber 7, 2013. Clinical survival data were obtained from The
Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) FTP server on December 6,
2013. The survivalmodels were also built by the data of 1715
NSCLC samples from 10 independent datasets.21

2.4 Patients and specimens

Specimens containing lung tumors and the adjacent non-
tumorous lung tissues were obtained with the informed
consent of 208 patients who underwent a curative resec-
tion and mediastinal lymph node dissection for NSCLC
from Zhongshan Hospital Affiliated to Fudan Univer-
sity, Shanghai, China in 2005. All specimens were pro-
cessed with paraffin blocks based on the availability of
suitable formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue as well
as the complete clinicopathologic date with follow-up
on all patients. Pathological classification was assessed
according to World Health Organization criteria, and
tumor/node/metastasis (TNM) staging was determined

based on the 8th edition of International Union Against
Cancer. The overall survival includes two parts, one is the
interval between surgery and the last observation of the
surviving patients, and the other is the interval between
surgery and death. The follow-up lasted until July 2010,
and the median follow-up is about 43 months (range 1–
66). Ethical approval (B2019-232R) was obtained from the
Zhongshan Hospital Research Ethics Committee.

2.5 Cell lines and reagents

Human normal bronchial epithelial cells (HBE), human
monocytic cells (U937), and human lung cancer cells
(A549) were obtained from Shanghai Chinese Academy
of Science. Cells were cultured into the RPMI 1640 com-
plete medium (HyClone, Logan, USA) supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Biowest, Nuaillé, France)
and 1% penicillin-streptomycin antibiotics (PS; Genom,
Hangzhou, China) in 5% CO2 at 37◦C. Hypoxic culture was
performed in the three-phase incubator at 37◦C, 1% O2,
5% CO2, and 90% relative humidity. Human recombinant
OPN (R&D, Shanghai, China), PI3K/Akt specific inhibitor
SHBM1009 (Biovision, San Francisco, USA), Erk1/2 spe-
cific inhibitor PD98059 (Biovision, San Francisco, USA),
mouse monoclonal anti-vimentin antibody (Abcam, Hong
Kong, China), and rabbit polyclonal to OPN (Abcam,
Hong Kong, China) were used in this study. Rabbit mono-
clonal anti-p-Akt, p-Erk1/2, total-Akt, total-Erk1/2, and E-
cadherin were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology
Company (Danvers, MA). Cell-IQ live cell imaging plat-
form was manufactured by Chipmantech (Tampere, Fin-
land).

2.6 Cigarette smoke extract

Cigarette smoke extract (CSE)was produced in accordance
with the previous methods.22 The 60-ml syringe with 3-ml
trimmed straw was connected together to make a smok-
ing device with a rubber band. The smoke from cigarette
(HongyunHonghe Tobacco, Kunming, China) without the
filter was drawn by this smoking device and injected into
a 50-ml tube with 5 ml of 10% FBS and 1% PS. The ini-
tial smoke extract was filtered into a 15-ml centrifuge tube
with a 0.22-μm filter in an ultraclean table, of which 100 μl
were placed in one well of the 96-well plate and repeated
six times, followed by the addition of 100 μl RPMI 1640
with 10% FBS and 1% PS. The concentration of CSE was
measured by the absorbance value at the wavelength of
320 nm. The average value of the two liquids was reduced
and diluted to 1.158 as 100% CSE.
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2.7 Animals

Male athymic BALB/c nu/nu mice aged 4–6 weeks were
purchased from the Central Laboratory of Animal Science
at Fudan University (Shanghai, China) and housed with
water and food ad libitum, under specific pathogen-free
conditions in laminar-flow cabinets. All animal experi-
ments were approved by Shanghai Medical Experimental
Animal Care Committee and conducted according to the
care and use of laboratory animals guidelines of National
Institutes of Health (NIH; Bethesda, MD, USA).

2.8 Tissue microarray analysis

Tissue microarrays were performed as previously
described.23 Briefly, OPN antibody (1:200), vimentin
antibody (1:100) and E-cadherin antibody (1:100) were
used to detect the protein expression of OPN, vimentin,
and E-cadherin. Additionally, the expression of OPN
was semi-quantitatively determined by two pathologists
independently. Staining intensity was divided into four
grades, 0, 1, 2, or 3, while the intensity ranged from
negative and weak to strong intensity. The percentage
was defined for the four grades, where the lowest grade
0 was given 0%, the middle grades 1 and 2 were scored
as 1%–33% and 34%–66%, respectively, and the highest
grade 3 as 67%–100%. The sum of the intensity scores
was used as the final staining scores, which are defined
from 0 to 2 as low expression and from 3 to 6 as high
expression.

2.9 Measurements of gene expression

The gene expression was measured by quantitative RT-
PCRwith an ABI 7000 PCR instrument (Eppendorf, Ham-
burg, Germany). Briefly, cells were treated by a guani-
dinium isothiocyanate/chloroform-based technique (Tri-
zol, Life Technologies). RNA was isolated and determined
at OD 260 nm and subsequently reverse transcribed to
cDNA according to the directions of the kit (Invitrogen,
USA). Primer (Invitrogen) concentrations (10 nM) in a
total volume of 20 μl before use were optimized with SYBR
Green PCR master kit. Finally, the gene expression level
was measured by two-stage program parameters: 1 min at
95◦C, followed by 40 cycles of 5 s at 95◦C and 30 s at 60◦C.
The data were standardized according to GAPDH expres-
sion and all data were expressed as calibrated raw thresh-
old cycle values after normalization. Primer sequences are
shown in Table S1.

2.10 Measurement of target proteins

To measure the signal pathway of EMT induced by OPN,
A549 cells (1 × 105 cells/well) were counted and cultured
in six well plates for 24 h and pretreated with PD98059 at
0.1, 1, and 10 μM and SHBM1009 at 0.01, 0.1, and 1 μM for
2 h, and then treated with OPN (500 ng/ml) or vehicle for
20 min. The proteins were extracted, followed by denat-
uration and quantification, and separated by 10% SDS-
PAGE gels (Beyotime, Shanghai, China). Then, proteins
were transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride membranes,
followed by blocking with 5% defattedmilk for 2 h, rinsing,
and incubating with primary antibodies at 4◦C overnight.
Primary antibodieswere removed and labeledwith the cor-
responding secondary antibodies for 2 h. After treatment,
bands were visualized by Electro-Chemi-Luminescence
and exposed by X-ray film. OPN-associated effects on the
phosphorylation of Akt and Erk1/2 were evaluated and the
expression of OPN, E-cadherin, and vimentin proteins in
NSCLC tissues and A549 cells was assayed with Phoretix
1D software.

2.11 Immunofluorescence staining

A549 cells (1 × 104 cells/ml) were seeded onto sterile
coverslips placed in 24-well cell culture plates for 24 h.
Immunofluorescence stainingwas performed inA549 cells
treated without or with OPN at a concentration of 5,
50, and 500 ng/ml for 48 h. A549 cells were fixed (4%
paraformaldehyde) and permeabilized (0.1% Triton X-100)
for 20 min. Then, the cells were blocked in PBS containing
10% goat serum for 30 min after washing and incubated
with vimentin antibody (1:200) and E-cadherin antibody
(1:200) overnight. Each chamber was washed three times
(5 min each time), and incubated with the corresponding
secondary antibodies for 1 h at 37◦C. After washing with
4′,6′-diamidino-2-phenylindole for 5min, the fluorescence
densitywas examined by immunofluorescencemicroscope
(Olympus/BX51, Tokyo, Japan) in dark conditions.

2.12 Cell migration and movement

Cells were trypsinized and resuspended, and then plated
in the 8-μm upper chambers (Corning, MA, USA) at a
concentration of 105 cells in 200-μl serum-free medium of
0.1% BSA,whereasmediumswith orwithout OPN and 10%
FBS were added to the lower chambers. The number of
migrating cells was counted 24 h after the incubation and
removal of the nonmigrating cells from the upper surface.
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Cells on themembranes for themigration assayswere fixed
with 4% paraformaldehyde, stained with Giemsa (Sigma),
and counted under invertedmicroscope and photographed
under 200× magnification. Cell movement was evaluated
using the scratch assay in each well with 5 × 105 cells after
nonadherent cells were removed. Then, cells were incu-
bated with serum-free medium for 0, 24, and 48 h. Exper-
iments were performed in triplicates and three random
fields of invertedmicroscope imageswere counted for each
experiment.

2.13 Cell proliferation

Cell proliferations were analyzed using Cell Counting Kit-
8 Cell (CCK8; Dojindo, Kumamoto, Japan). A549 cells
at 2 × 103 cells per well were cultured in 96-well plates
with or without PI3K inhibitor SHBM1009 and Erk1/2
inhibitor PD98059 for 2 h in advance, and then cultured
with 500 ng/ml OPN for 24, 48, and 72 h. According to
the CCK8 protocol, cells in each well were incubated with
CCK-8 reagent (10 μl) for 2 h in 5% CO2 at 37◦C and esti-
mated the fluorescence at 450 nm by a microplate reader
(Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc., CA, USA). The cell movement
was detected after treatment with small interfering RNA
(siRNA; GenePharma, Shanghai, China), OPN (Sigma),
OPN antibody (Santa Cruz), or CSE. The cell proliferation
index was calculated as a percentage of absorbance of the
treated group in relation to that of the untreated control
cells.

2.14 siRNA and transfection

Three different sense and antisense strands of OPN-
specific siRNA (Table S1) were provided by Ribobio
(Guangdong, China). Cells were transfected with vehicle,
nonspecific siRNA or OPN-specific siRNA according to
Lipofectamine 2000 instructions (Invitrogen, USA). The
transfection efficiency was verified by real-time PCR and
Western blot. The most effective cells were selected to con-
struct stable interference cell lines for transwell assays and
in vivo studies.

2.15 Alive measurement of cell
bio-behaviors

Cell bio-behaviors, including the total number of cells, cell
morphology, and cell movement, were measured by the
real-time cell monitoring system Cell-IQ platform (Chip-
Man Technologies, Tampere, Finland). Images were taken
at about 5-min intervals for 72 h. Analysis was performed

with vision technology to monitor and record time-lapsed
data. Morpho-types and cell movement were analyzed and
quantified. For each group, six to 12 replicate images were
randomly selected and analyzed.

2.16 In vivo tumor growth assay

Nude mice were allocated into three groups at random
(n = 5/time point/group) and in vivo tumor growth was
evaluated by the subcutaneous injection of 1 × 107 cells
with vehicle, nonspecific siRNA or OPN-specific siRNA
into nude mice. We monitored tumor growth by observing
and recording the volume of the tumor; V (mm3)=width2
(mm2) × length (mm)/2. After 6 weeks of inoculation,
the mice were sacrificed and tumors were harvested and
weighed. The expressions of OPN, EMT-related proteins,
PI3K/Akt, and MAPK/Erk1/2 in vivo were detected by
immunohistochemical assay and Western blot.

2.17 Statistical analysis

Values among different lung cancer subtypes were statisti-
cally compared by Student’s t-test and Mann–Whitney U-
test. The associations between clinical phenomes andOPN
expression were examined with χ2 tests. The cumulative
survival time was calculated by the Kaplan–Meier method
and analyzed by the log-rank test. Data were represented
as amean± standard error of themean (SEM). Differences
between groups were assessed by the Student’s t-test after
ANOVA analyses. Statistical significance level was set as
.05.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Global screening of target genes in
lung cancer subtypes

To explore genetic variations of genes in chromosome 4
among different subtypes of lung cancer, we measured
the number of genes with more than a two-fold change
(up/down) with significance, as compared with adjacent
normal tissues, in patients with ADC (Figure 1A), SCC
(Figure 1B), LCC (Figure 1C), or SCLC (Figure 1D). The
numbers are 134/53, 236/110, 120/90, and 46/302, respec-
tively. Overexpressed genes were associated with binding
protein 1 in the extracellular matrix of ADC and SCC, cell
death and chromosome segregation in LCC and SCLC, and
M phase cell cycle arrest in SCC and SCLC. Overexpressed
genes were also associated with macrophage activation,
disease-free survival, response to treatment, protein
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F IGURE 1 Global screening of target genes in lung cancer subtypes. Gene expressions with more than two-fold up- or down-changes
(A–D), alterations of target gene clusters (E–H), signaling pathways (I–L), and biological functions (M–P) in patients with lung
adenocarcinoma (ADC), squamous cell carcinoma (SCC), large cell carcinoma (LCC), and small-cell lung carcinoma (SCLC). Poor prognosis
was associated with high expression of OPN gene (SPP1) in patients with ADC (Q) or SCC (R). Values among different lung cancer subtypes
were statistically compared by Student’s t-test and Mann–Whitney U-test. The associations between clinical phenomes and OPN expression
were examined with χ2 tests. The cumulative survival time was calculated by the Kaplan–Meier method and analyzed by the log-rank test

transport, and prognosis in ADC (Figure 1E); DNA repli-
cation, calcium channels, S phase, estrogen receptor, and
histone deacetylase in SCC (Figure 1F); immune response,
heat shock protein, and SNPs in LCC (Figure 1G); or
cell growth, mitosis, cell division, RNA interference, and
lymph node metastasis in SCLC (Figure 1H). We noticed
that the expression of OPN gene (SPP1) was significantly
upregulated in cell function clusters in three subtypes of
NSCLC.

3.2 Gene function clustering and
prognosis prediction

In GO biological process, genes related to the mitosis
and signal transduction overexpressed in all four sub-
types of lung cancer (Figure 1I–L); genes for transcrip-
tion in ADC, LCC, and SCLC; platelet activation and
response to calcium ion in ADC and LCC; and cell
division in SCC, LCC, and SCLC. Overexpressed genes
in biological processes also included protein polymer-
ization, apoptotic cell clearance, and cell adhesion in
ADC (Figure 1I); proteolysis, ethanol oxidation, oxida-

tion reduction, and ossification in SCC (Figure 1J); chro-
matin modification and prostaglandin biosynthesis in
LCC (Figure 1K); and nervous system development, cell
cycle, neuron migration, and mitotic metaphase in SCLC
(Figure 1L).
The molecular functions of overexpressed genes mainly

included protein binding and zinc ion binding in all four
subtypes of lung cancer (Figure 1M–P); nucleotide bind-
ing in SCC (Figure 1N), LCC (Figure 1O), and SCLC
(Figure 1P); DNA binding in ADC (Figure 1M), LCC,
and SCLC; metal ion binding in SCC and SCLC; ATP
binding, transferase activity, and calcium ion binding in
SCC and LCC; genes with tRNA binding, kinase activa-
tor activity, RNA binding, and SH3/SH2 adaptor activity
in ADC; peptidase activity, glucuronosyl transferase activ-
ity in SCC; ligase activity and isomerase activity in LCC;
and PD2 domain binding, transcription factor activity, and
dephospho-COA kinase activity in SCLC. Of those, OPN
was mainly involved in transcription, cell adhesion, ossi-
fication, and protein binding. In addition, overexpression
of OPN predicted poor overall survival in NSCLC with 1.18
hazard ratio (HR) in ADC (p = .007, Figure 1Q) or 1.12 in
SCC (p = .02, Figure 1R).
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F IGURE 2 Validation of selected target OPN in cell models. OPN gene expression of human bronchial epithelial cells with vehicle and
LPS (A) or with normoxia and hypoxia (B) after challenge with CSE at different concentrations and different times. The proliferation rates of
cells treated with nonspecific siRNA or OPN-specific siRNA with or without external OPN challenged with 8% CSE (C). The proliferation
rates of U937 cells treated with supernatant from cellOPN− and cellOPN+ stimulated with CSE (D), or with co-culture of external OPN with
supernatants harvested from 4% and 8%-stimulated cells for 24 h (E). Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Differences between groups were
assessed by the Student’s t-test, after ANOVA analyses

3.3 Validation of selected target OPN in
cell models

We validated OPN gene expression of HBE under various
challenges and decisive roles of OPN in cell proliferation.
OPN gene expression was upregulated after CSE at differ-
ent concentrations, which was downregulated by adding
LPS (Figure 2A) or hypoxia (Figure 2B). High concentra-
tion (8%) of CSE significantly inhibited epithelial prolifer-
ation of cells infected with nonspecific siRNA lentivirus
(cellOPN+) or OPN-specific siRNA lentivirus (cellOPN−)
treated with or without external OPN, among which we
observed that cellOPN+ wasmore sensitive to external OPN
(Figure 2C). In order to explore roles of secreted OPN
from CSE-stimulated cells, we harvested the supernatant
from cellOPN+ or cellOPN− stimulated with 4% CSE for 24 h
and applied the supernatant to the culture of fresh lym-

phocytes (U937). The supernatant from CSE-stimulated
cellOPN+ could inhibit U937 cell proliferation significantly,
as compared with that from cell stimulated with vehicle or
cellOPN− (Figure 2D). The addition of external OPN anti-
body prevented the reduction of cell proliferation caused
by the supernatant from CSE-stimulated cellOPN+ in a
dose-dependent pattern (Figure 2E). We further evaluated
the influence of internal and external OPN in variation of
intracellular signal signatures like PI3K family members
and P53 in cellOPN+, cellOPN−, or cellOPN+ with OPN pro-
tein at 200 ng/ml (Figure 3). The expression of PIK3CA
(Figure 3A), CB (Figure 3B), and C3 (Figure 3G) reduced
and CD (Figure 3C), C2B (Figure 3E), R1 (Figure 3H), and
TP53 (Figure 3L) increased in cellOPN−, as compared with
those in cellOPN+. The expression of PIK3CD, C2B, R2,
and TP53 reduced in cellOPN+ treated with OPN protein.
The expression of PIK3C2A (Figure 3D) and R3 (Figure 3J)
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F IGURE 3 Influence of internal and external OPN in PIK3 subtypes and TP53. mRNA expression of PIK3CA (A), CB (B), CD (C), C2A
(D), C2B (E), C2G (F), C3 (G), R1 (H), R2 (I), R3 (J), R4 (K), and TP53 (L) in cells treated with nonspecific siRNA or OPN-specific siRNA and
external OPN after challenge with vehicle or 8% CSE. Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Differences between groups were assessed by the
Student’s t-test, after ANOVA analyses

reduced, while R4 (Figure 3K) increased in both cellOPN−
and cellOPN+ with OPN protein. After stimulation with 8%
CSE, PIK3CD, C2B, R1, and R4 were overexpressed, and
C2G (Figure 3F), R2 (Figure 3I), and R3 downexpressed in
both cellOPN+ and cellOPN−, while the expression of C2G,
R2, and TP53 in cellOPN− was significantly higher than that
in cellOPN+. External OPN protein could downregulate the
expression of PIK3CB, CD, C2A, C2B, C2G, R1, R2, R3, and
TP53 in cellOPN+ after CSE stimulation. Our data demon-
strated that OPN gene expression increased after stimula-
tion with CSE, and both external and internal OPN protein
could regulate the genes of PI3K isoforms in epithelial cells
after challenge.

3.4 OPN–EMT association in NSCLC
cells and tissues

We detected the mRNA and protein expression of OPN
and EMT-related proteins (including E-cadherin and
vimentin) in 20 fresh NSCLC tumors and their adjacent
normal lung tissues. The expression of OPN (Figure 4A)

and vimentin (Figure 4C) in NSCLC tissues was signifi-
cantly higher than that in adjacent normal lung tissues,
while the expression of E-cadherin decreased in NSCLC
tissues (Figure 4B). OPN gene expression was upregu-
lated from 24 h after treatment with 4% CSE and 8% CSE
(Figure 4D). The scatter plot of OPN, E-cadherin, and
vimentin protein expression revealed a significant nega-
tive correlation between OPN and E-cadherin in NSCLC
tissues (r = −0.636, p = .003; Figure 4E,F,H) and a
positive correlation between OPN and vimentin protein
levels (r = 0.51, p = .021; Figure 4E,G,I). Immunohis-
tochemistry staining demonstrated the positive staining
for OPN in the cytoplasm, and high levels of OPN and
vimentin staining, and low level of E-cadherin in NSCLC
tissues (Figure 4J).

3.5 Association of OPN with
postoperative recurrence or metastasis

High expression of OPN accounted for 48% (99 of
208 patients) of specimens from NSCLC patients, with
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F IGURE 4 Validation of OPN–EMT association in NSCLC
cells and tissues. mRNA of OPN (A), E-cadherin (B), and vimentin
(C) expressed in lung cancer tissue (LC) and adjacent normal tissue
as controls (N), and OPN mRNA in A549 cells 4, 24, and 48 h after
challenges with vehicle, or 4% and 8% CSE (D). The scatter plot of
OPN (E), E-cadherin (F), and vimentin (G) in NSCLC tissues and
adjacent normal tissues. The OPN expression was negatively and
positively correlated with E-cadherin (H) and vimentin protein
levels (I), respectively. Immunohistochemistry staining of NSCLC
tissue microarrays from 208 patients at different clinical stages and
histologic types of NSCLC were divided into high- and low-OPN
expression groups (J), including hematoxylin-eosin staining (HE,
A1–6), OPN (B1–6), vimentin (C1–6), and E-cadherin (D1–6) (A1–D1,
A3–D3, A5–D5 ×40; A2–D2, A4–D4, A6–D6 ×100). Data are
represented as mean ± SEM. Differences between groups were
assessed by the Student’s t-test, after ANOVA analyses. * and **
stand for p-values less than .05 and .01, respectively, in comparison
with controls

TABLE 2 Association between OPN expression and
clinicopathologic variables in 208 patients with non-small-cell lung
cancer

OPN
expression

Variables
No. of
patients Low High p

Age
≤60 111 62 49 .286
>60 97 47 50

Gender
Male 147 79 68 .549
Female 61 30 31

Smoking status
Smokers 84 46 38 .575
Nonsmokers 124 63 61

Histological type
SCC 85 38 47 .173a

ADC 110 60 50
Othersb 13 11 2

Differentiation
Well/moderate 115 62 53 .628
Poor 93 47 46

Tumor size
≤3 cm 66 34 32 .861
>3 cm 142 75 67

Lymph node metastasis
Yes 90 38 52 .010
No 118 71 47

Pathological stage
I–II 144 79 65 .287
III–IV 64 30 34

Recurrence or metastasis
Yes 92 40 52 .033c

No 84 50 34
Unknown 32 19 13

ap-Values reflect comparisons between SCC and ADC.
bOthers include adenosquamous carcinoma, large cell carcinoma, mucoepi-
dermoid carcinoma, and carcinosarcoma.
cp-Values reflect comparison between patients with andwithout recurrence or
metastasis.

significant correlations between OPN expression and clin-
ical phenomes (Table 2). The expression level of OPN was
closely related to lymph node metastasis in patients with
NSCLC (p= .01) before operation, and with the postopera-
tive recurrence or metastasis of NSCLC to extrapulmonary
organs (p = .03). Total 5-year survival rate of patients
with high and low OPN expression was 52% (109/208)
(p = .351).
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3.6 External OPN effects in lung cancer
cell EMT

Dynamic effects of external OPN protein in the develop-
ment of lung cancer cell EMT were investigated in A549
cells within 72 h after treatment with OPN protein at dif-
ferent concentrations. The “cobblestone” morphology of
A549 cells (Figure 5A1) became a fibroblast-like morphol-
ogy where many cells lost contact with their neighboring
cells at 48 h after treatment with OPN at 5, 50, or 500 ng/ml
(Figure 5A2–4), which was more obvious when the con-
centration was 500 ng/ml. To characterize the induction
of OPN in EMT phenotypes, E-cadherin, vimentin, and
corresponding transcription factors Snail and Twist were
monitored dynamically after treatment with external OPN
protein. The mRNA expression of E-cadherin decreased
(Figure 5B) and vimentin increased (Figure 5C), respec-
tively, from48h after treatmentwithOPNprotein at 50 and
500 ng/ml. Additionally, the mRNA expression of Twist
increased from 24 h after OPN at 500 ng/ml and from
48 h after OPN at 5 and 50 ng/ml (Figure 5D), and Snail
increased 24 h after OPN at 50 ng/ml and 24 and 48 h
after OPN at 500 ng/ml (Figure 5E), as compared with
vehicle (p < .05 or less, respectively). The expression of
E-cadherin and vimentin proteins significantly decreased
and increased, respectively, at 48 h after OPN stimula-
tion in a dose-dependent pattern (Figure 5F,G), which was
also demonstrated by immunofluorescence staining (Fig-
ure 5H).

3.7 Roles of OPN in lung cancer cell
biological function

We validated the roles of internal and external OPN in bio-
logical function of lung cancer cells and found that OPN
increased cell number (Figure 6A), migration (Figure 6B),
and healing percentage (Figure 6C) of A549 cells in a dose-
and time-dependent patterns. The number of migrated
cells from upper to lower chambers in transwell increased
after treatment with OPN at 50 and 500 ng/ml (Figure 6D).
Dynamical cell movement increased from 24 to 30 h after
treatment with OPN at 500 ng/ml (Figure 6E). Dynami-
cal proliferation of A549 cells significantly increased from
6 h after OPN treatment, detected by CCK8 test (Fig-
ure 6F) and Cell-IQmonitoring (Figure 6G). Roles of inter-
nal OPN in lung cancer cell proliferation was investigated
by OPN-specific siRNA, which inhibited the expression
of OPN mRNA and production of OPN (Figure 6H). We
noticed that cellOPN− had significantly lower capacity of
cell movement from upper to lower chambers in transwell
(Figure 6J,K) and dynamical movement detected by Cell-
IQ monitoring (Figure 6L), as well as cell proliferation

detected by CCK8 (Figure 6M) and by Cell-IQ monitoring
(Figure 6N). High E-cadherin and low vimentin protein
expressions were found in cellOPN− (Figure 6I).

3.8 OPN-induced EMT through PI3K
andMEK pathways

On basis of evidence that OPN influenced biological func-
tion of normal HBE (Figures 2 and 3), we investigated
potential mechanisms by which OPN influences lung can-
cer cells and found that p-Akt increased from 20 min
after treatment with 50 and 500 ng/ml OPN (Figure 7A).
A549 cells pretreated with PI3K/Akt inhibitor SHBM1009
for 2 h had significantly lower responses to OPN stim-
ulation (Figure 7B). SHBM1009-pretreated cells also had
low expression of vimentin protein after OPN stimulation,
especially when cells were pretreated with SHBM1009 at
high dose (Figure 7D), whereas there was no difference
of E-cadherin expression between cells pretreated with
vehicle and with SHBM1009 (Figure 7C). After treatment
withOPN at 5 ng/ml, p-Erk1/2 significantly increased (Fig-
ure 7E), while PD98059-pretreated cells had lower levels
of p-Erk1/2 in a dose-dependent pattern (Figure 7F). Pre-
treatment with PD98059 at 10 μM could prevent OPN-
induced down- or up-expression of E-cadherin (Figure 7G)
or vimentin (Figure 7H).

3.9 OPN induced lung cancer cell
migration and metastasis

We noticed that SHBM1009 inhibited A549 cell migration
induced by external OPN (Figure 8A,B) and dynamical
movements detected by Cell-IQmonitoring (Figure 8C) in
a dose-dependent pattern. The OPN-increased cell num-
ber migration (Figure 8D,E) significantly reduced in cells
pretreated with PD98059 at 10 μM. Dynamical movement
of cells pretreated with PD98059 at 1 and 10 μM decreased
from 6 h after culture with OPN (Figure 8F). Cell pro-
liferation (Figure 8G,H) measured by CCK8 and dynami-
cal cell proliferation (Figure 8I,J) by Cell-IQmonitoring in
cells pretreated with SHBM1009 at 0.01 μM and PD98059
at 1 and 10 μM decreased from 24 h after OPN stim-
ulation. A549 cells without any infection, infected with
nonspecific siRNA lentivirus (cellOPN+), or infected with
OPN-specific siRNA lentivirus (cellOPN−) were subcuta-
neously implanted into nude mice, respectively. In addi-
tion to the observation of tumor growth (Figure 9A), we
also found that tumor volumes significantly increased by
time after implant of lung cancer cells pretreatedwith vehi-
cle or cellOPN+, while animals implanted with cellOPN−
had significantly lower tumor volumes from 4 weeks after
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F IGURE 5 Validation of external OPN effects in lung cancer cell EMT. The epithelial morphology and growth pattern of A549 cells were
observed 48 h after being treated with vehicle (A1) or OPN at 5, 50, or 500 ng/ml (A2, A3, or A4), respectively. The mRNA expression of
E-cadherin (B), vimentin (C), Twist (D), and Snail (E) was measured 24, 48, and 72 h after challenge with vehicle or external OPN protein at 5,
50, and 500 ng/ml, respectively. The expression of E-cadherin (F) and vimentin (G) proteins was measured 48 h after OPN treatment at
different doses, respectively, and stained by immune-fluorescence staining (H). Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Differences between
groups were assessed by the Student’s t-test, after ANOVA analyses. * and ** stand for p-values less than .05 and .01, respectively, in
comparison with vehicle
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F IGURE 6 Roles of OPN in lung cancer cell migration and proliferation. Cell number (A), migration (B), healing percentage (C), and
number of migrated cells from upper to lower chambers in transwell (D) increased after OPN at 50 and 500 ng/ml. Dynamical cell
proliferation was detected by Cell-IQmonitoring (E) and CCK8 test (F), and dynamical cell movement by Cell-IQmonitoring (G). Role of
internal OPN in lung cancer cell proliferation was investigated by OPN-specific siRNA, which inhibited the expression of OPN mRNA and
production of OPN (H). Protein expression of high E-cadherin and low vimentin were found in cellOPN− (I). We noticed cellOPN− had
significantly lower capacity of cell movement from upper to lower chambers in transwell (J, K) and dynamical movement detected by Cell-IQ
monitoring (L), as well as cell proliferation by CCK8 (M) and by Cell-IQmonitoring (N). Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Differences
between groups were assessed by the Student’s t-test, after ANOVA analyses.* and ** stand for p-values less than .05 and .01, in comparison
with vehicle, and + and ++ stand for p-values less than .05 and .01, as compared with OPN-treated cells at 24 h, respectively

the implant as compared with animals implanted with
cellOPN+ (Figure 9B, p < .01). Tumor masses in animals
with cellOPN− at 6 weeks were significantly smaller than
those in animals with cellOPN+ (Figure 9C, p < .01). The
level of E-cadherin was high and vimentin was low in ani-
mals implanted with cellOPN− (Figure 9D). The expres-
sions of p-Akt and p-Erk1/2 was downregulated in tumor
tissues from the animals implanted with cellOPN− (Fig-
ure 9E).

4 DISCUSSION

NSCLC accounts for nearly 85% of lung cancers and is
an aggressive malignance with high mortality rate.24,25
NSCLC is prone to distant metastasis through loss of cell
adhesion, increase in ability of migration, and invasion
into new distant tissues and colonization. The under-
standing of migration and metastasis of lung cancer
cells is critical in the early detection, prevention, and
improvement of metastasis and outcome of patients.26
OPN-dominated signal pathways were considered as one
of the critical roles in the development and heterogeneity

of lung cancer and were responsible for lung cancer cell
sensitivity to target therapies, rapid progression, and com-
plex metastasis.27 OPN-dominated molecular networks
were also found to play an important role in lung tissue
injury and repair and might be the decisive factor of
therapeutic interaction between telocytes and stem cells.28
During inflammation, OPN could increase leukocyte
migration into inflammatory loci through multifactor
regulations, for example, monocyte chemoattractant
protein 1, β1 integrin, and PI3K.29 The present study found
that OPN gene overexpressed in three subtypes of NSCLC
and was correlated with high metastasis and mortality
rates of patients with NSCLC.
Roles of OPN in the development and repair of mul-

tiple cells/tissues as well as OPN-involved mechanisms
vary among organs, species, diseases, severities, and
durations.27,30 The present study validated the importance
and variation of selected OPN between normal bronchial
epithelial cells and cancer cells, responses to different
pathological challenges, roles of internal and external ori-
gins, and correlations with prognosis and metastasis. We
found that the expression of OPN gene was downregu-
lated by the “second hit” like LPS, hypoxia, and secretion
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F IGURE 7 Roles of PI3K/Akt and MAPK/Erk1/2 on OPN-induced EMT. Total Akt and p-Akt were detected after challenge with OPN at
different concentrations (5, 50, or 500 ng/ml) (A), as well as for cells treated with 0.01, 0.1, or 1 μM of the PI3K inhibitor SHBM1009 (B).
E-cadherin (C) and vimentin (D) were measured 48 h after challenge with 500 ng/ml OPN and 0.01, 0.1, or 1 μM of the PI3K inhibitor
SHBM1009. Total Erk1/2 and p-Erk1/2 were detected after challenge with OPN at different concentrations (5, 50, or 500 ng/ml) (E), as well as
for cells treated with 0.1, 1, or 10 μM of the Erk1/2 inhibitor PD98059 (F). E-cadherin (G) and vimentin (H) were measured 48 h after challenge
with 500 ng/ml OPN and 0.1, 1, or 10 μM of the PD98059. Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Differences between groups were assessed by
the Student’s t-test, after ANOVA analyses.* and ** stand for p-values less than .05 and .01 as compared with vehicle, and + and ++ stand for
p-values less than .05 and .01, as compared with OPN challenge, respectively
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F IGURE 8 OPN promotes cell migration and proliferation. Cell migration (A and B) was detected by transwell chambers after challenge
with OPN with different concentrations of PI3K inhibitor SHBM1009 (0.01, 0.1, or 1 μM), and the dynamical movements (C) were detected by
Cell-IQmonitoring. Cell migration (D and E) was detected by transwell chambers after challenge with OPN with different concentrations of
Erk1/2 inhibitor PD98059 (0.1, 1, or 10 μM), and the dynamical movements (F) were detected by Cell-IQmonitoring. Dynamical cell
proliferation was measured by CCK8 (G) and Cell-IQmonitoring (I) in cells pretreated with OPN with different concentrations of SHBM1009.
Dynamical cell proliferation was measured by CCK8 (H) and Cell-IQmonitoring (J) in cells pretreated with OPN with different
concentrations of PD98059. Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Differences between groups were assessed by the Student’s t-test, after
ANOVA analyses. * and ** stand for p-values less than .05 and .01, in comparison with untreated control cells, and + and ++ stand for
p-values less than .05 and .01, as compared with OPN-treated cells at 24 h, respectively
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F IGURE 9 OPN-specific siRNA inhibits lung
cancer xenograft growth in vivo. In vivo tumor
growth in OPN-specific siRNA mice was
significantly inhibited compared with vehicle or
nonspecific siRNA, whereas no significant
difference in tumor volumes between vehicle or
nonspecific siRNA (A and C) was found. Tumor
growth curves were plotted during the experiment
(B). Expression of E-cadherin, vimentin, and OPN
in nonspecific siRNA or OPN-specific siRNA mice
was detected by immunohistochemistry staining
(D). Expressions of PI3K/Akt and Erk1/2 signaling
pathway components were detected in the tumor
from mice determined by Western blot. Data are
represented as mean ± SEM. Differences between
groups were assessed by the Student’s t-test, after
ANOVA analyses.** stands for p-values less than .01
as compared with vehicle, and ++ stands for
p-values less than .01, as compared with nonspecific
siRNA
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from activated normal epithelial cells. The two-hit model
is suggested to exist in many pathological conditions,
where the “first hit” is the primary condition of the
disease and the “second hit” presents additional chal-
lenges during the disease, for example, infection, hypoxia,
reperfusion, and chemicals, leading to cell/tissue dam-
age, genetic mutation, immune reprograming, and organ
dysfunction.31,32 Our data demonstrated that OPN gene
expression increased after stimulation with CSE or the
“second hit,” while cell proliferation reduced correspond-
ingly, of which responses could be prevented by the dele-
tion of OPN gene. OPN gene and protein overexpressed in
NSCLC tissue and lung cancer cells treated with smoking.
The external OPN could decrease cell proliferation of nor-
mal airway epithelial cells and downregulate the mRNA
expression of most PIK3 subgroups, while increasing pro-
liferation of lung cancer cells. OPN biological and patho-
logical roles vary among cells, diseases, and severities due
to the interaction of OPNwith othermolecules and hetero-
geneity of OPN per se during evolution.27 OPN could con-
tribute to intra- or inter-tumoral heterogeneity, complexity,
progression, metastasis, sensitivity, and response of lung
cancer cells to therapy, although molecular mechanisms
remain unclear.
OPN played decisive roles in lung cancer cell prolifera-

tion, movement, metastasis, and EMT formation. Our data
indicate that OPN may contribute to the metastasis and
recurrence of lung cancer cells and influence patient prog-
nosis through altered EMT processes. EMT was found to
be an important regulator in the transit from chronic lung
inflammation, remodeling, and fibrosis into lung cancer.33
Activated Type-II or Type-III EMTmight be responsible for
the process of smoking-associated epithelial injury/repair,
small airway fibrosis and obstruction, and carcinogenesis,
as more than 90% of human cancer arises in epithelia with
potential involvement of EMT, probably through the reg-
ulation of Wnt/β-catenin pathway,34 p53 up-acetylation,35
PI3K-dominated signals,36 or OPN-STAT3 pathway.37 The
present study provides the direct evidence that external
OPN could induce the development of lung cancer cell
EMT and increase cell migration, movement, and prolif-
eration. Of EMT transcriptional factors, OPNmay activate
EMT transcriptional networks through the initial signaling
of Snail, like in other situations.38 Our data demonstrated
that OPN silencing could inhibit the tumor growth and the
process of EMT.Other roles of OPNneed to be furthermore
investigated to unravel regulatory effects of OPN in lung
cancer.
The OPN-PI3K pathway can be one of the critical mech-

anisms by which OPN induced the development of EMT
and the migration of lung cancer cells. OPN acted as a
secreted phosphor-glycoprotein to promote lung cancer
cells migration and invasion through different pathways.39

Of multipathways, PI3K and Erk1/2 have been reported to
play important roles in the development of EMT in human
cancer cells.40,41 Results of the present study indicated that
both external and internal OPN protein could regulate the
genes of PI3K isoforms in epithelial cells after challenge.
Network characteristics and interactions of genes encod-
ing PI3K isoform proteins differed among signal pathways,
responsible for cell proliferation and sensitivity to PI3K-
associated or-specific inhibitors.42,43 The mutation of p53
could lead to secondary changes in chemical and biologi-
cal natures of PI3K subunit proteins or intercommunica-
tion between p53 and PI3K isoform genes. On the other
hand, OPN could regulate p53 expression; for example,
p53 was upregulated in OPN deletion and downregulated
in OPN accumulation in normal airway epithelial cells,
while p53 was upregulated in lung cancer cells. We found
that OPN-PI3K or OPN-MEK pathways could play criti-
cal roles in regulation of EMT development and migra-
tion/movement of lung cancer cells through the regula-
tion of vimentin-dependent signals. EMT was associated
with proliferation, invasion, and metastasis through tran-
scriptional and epigenetic regulations, gene regulatory net-
work and interaction, and circulating mediators/receptors
(e.g., lncRNA, HGF, and met).44–46 It is also possible
that EMT might develop during lung cancer cell move-
ment and proliferation increased by internal and exter-
nal OPN, as cell movement and proliferation increased
earlier than EMT occurrence. In addition to EMT contri-
butions to the development of metastasis, the process of
metastasis may accelerate the formation of EMT, although
it needs to be further explored and confirmed. Vimentin
may be the critical regulator of lung cancer cell move-
ment, metastasis, and EMT through OPN-PI3K and/or
OPN-MEK pathways. Dynamics and function of vimentin
as a decisive element of the cell cytoskeleton in migrat-
ing cells are responsible for the process of cell migra-
tion and for the invasive behaviors of metastatic cancer
cells by altering microtubules and actomyosin networks.47
PI3K and MEK inhibitors may block OPN-increased inter-
mediate filaments of cell type-specific fiber networks by
downregulating gene expression of vimentin, leading to
the poor plasticity and EMT formation of lung cancer cells.
However, there are still some deficiencies in this study.
Although A549 is a commonly used cell line and a well-
established EMT cell model in lung cancer, there are still
some differences between lung cancer cell line and tumor
tissues in reality. Additionally, the mechanism between
OPN and CSE/hypoxic condition is still a big research
field. Cell migration, proliferation, and EMT in the NSCLC
cells with cotreatment of OPN and CSE/hypoxic con-
dition in vivo, as well as the interaction of OPN and
EMT in EGFR-TKI-resistant patients remain to be further
studied.
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In conclusion, the present study selected OPN as a
target molecule in lung cancer from global genomic
databases, associated with lymph node metastasis, postre-
section recurrence/metastasis, and prognosis of patients
with OPN-high expression lung cancer. Biological behav-
iors and pathological responses of OPN varied among dis-
eases, challenges, and severities. OPNmRNA and proteins
overexpressed in lung cancer tissue, which correlated with
the existence of EMT. Internal and external OPN play deci-
sive roles in lung cancer cell movement, proliferation, and
EMT formation, through the upregulation of OPN-PI3K
andOPN-MEKpathways. PI3K andMEK inhibitors down-
regulated the process of EMT and biological behaviors of
lung cancer cells, probably through alteration of vimentin-
associated cytoskeletons. Thus, our data indicate that OPN
can be a metastasis-associated or -specific biomarker for
lung cancer and a potential target for antimetastatic treat-
ment.
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